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Inequities of the Early Highway Program







(photo courtesy of @atlurbanist via twitter)



(photo courtesy of @atlurbanist via twitter)



Kansas City — Bruce R. Watkins Highway

Completed in 2002 through Ivanhoe neighborhood
(photo courtesy of @JSchnauzer via twitter)



Inequities of Current Transportation Program



2010-2019: historic increase in fatalities

● 45 percent increase in 

people struck and killed 

while walking.

● 53,435 people were hit 

and killed by drivers.

● More than 17 people

killed per day in 2019.

● It is trending worse 

almost everywhere: 

Since our 2019 report 

49/50 states and 84/100

metro areas got worse.



People of color are disproportionately represented









Conflicting messages to drivers







The way we build creates/lengthens trips



The High Cost of Transportation in the US



Making Transportation More Equitable



Measure the right thing — multimodal access

Jobs accessible

< 15 min 29,000

< 30 min 293,000

< 45 min 308,000

< 60 min 308,000

Final score 212,000



Measure the right thing — multimodal access

Jobs accessible

< 15 min 250

< 30 min 24,000

< 45 min 33,000

< 60 min 122,000

Final score 18,000



Measure the right thing — multimodal access



Access to:

• Schools

• Shopping

• Grocery stores

• Food and drink

• Recreation

• Healthcare

• Public services

• Banks and ATMs

Measure the right thing — multimodal access



Update standards and scoping



Update standards and scoping



Build better infrastructure for people



Use Better Design, NACTO



Use Better Design, FDOT



Rochester, NY





Harbor Drive, Portland, OR



Harbor Drive, Portland, OR



Greenville, SC



Greenville, SC
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COVID-19 Economic Impact
• 23% of the region’s workers (420,000) are vulnerable to the 

immediate effects of the pandemic response

• 30.3 million initial jobless claims nationally

• 338k initial jobless claims in Colorado

• DEN ridership down 95% (now over 80% of pre-COVID volume), RTD 
ridership down 70% (now 50% of pre-COVID)

• Traffic fatalities down 28% 

• City budget losses over 200M, 127M received from the CARES act 
and ~150M Rescue Plan





RTD Snapshot

(Presented 12/8)



Rethinking the Street

Issue: Initial COVID impact created parks and trails experiencing 
overcrowding due to individuals seeking space to recreate.

Solution: Denver created temporary shared streets to provide safe and high-
comfort space for people to recreate and travel close to home. 



Outcome

• 11 locations starting April 4th

• 100% city program – funding/design/mtn 

• 11 corridors, ~7.5 mi

• First city to scale

• 100% city program







KPIs: Count Data 

~10K people per day

28% slower vehicle speeds

77% fewer vehicle trips

11th/16th/Marion > bicyclists 

than Cherry Creek Trail



KPIs: Micromobility Data 



KPIs: Regular Iterations 



Community Feedback 

Advocacy praise 

Unanimous 

political support 

State & national 

recognition 

Strong community 

support



Making Equity a Reality

Providing attention and resources to the areas, 
assets and people of the city with the greatest need.

“Recognize that disparities exist.”

“Relentless pursuit of closing the gaps and removing 
barriers.”


